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Abstract— In an era of economic crisis and serious environmental constraints, the transition to sustainability enters dynamically the debate over long-term preservation and welfare at a systemic level. Tourism is a resource- (capital, human and natural) demanding sector; this paper explores the variety and diversity of methodological approaches and tools employed in the evaluation of tourism, and their potential to support sustainability-oriented assessments and practices. Ranging from traditional economics-oriented frameworks to assessments of impact and ecological footprint, this paper discusses the prevailing assessment frameworks of specific tourism dimensions heading towards the integrative approaches for Tourism Sustainability Assessment. The review highlights that despite the widespread acceptance of the concept and the international consensus on the importance of its operationalization, the transition towards tourism sustainability remains still a complicated and rather problematic endeavour.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The developmental pattern of Sustainability has been promoted over the last two decades, by the academic [1-2] and institutional community [3-5] as a high priority objective and as a prerequisite for any effective planning and policy actions of the tourism sector and its hosting destination. Despite the numerous theoretical approaches on the conceptualization and measurement of the notion, this paper suggests that little progress has been made towards its actual operationalization. The difficulty lies primarily in the absence of explicit quantitative targets and benchmarks of tourism sustainability as well as the inability to develop concrete, generalized and applicable guidelines towards its achievement and measurement.

In an effort to contribute towards the identification of the occasional discrepancies between tourism assessment tools and sustainability assessment, the paper provides an overview of existing methodologies and frameworks; highlights their strengths and weaknesses; and identifies major pitfalls towards the actual operationalization of tourism sustainability. The paper is structured in four sections. The first three summarize the methodologies and tools focusing on the assessment of individual dimensions of the tourism sector: economic, social and environmental. The last section presents all integrative methodologies and tools with respect to the evaluation of Tourism Sustainability. The paper concludes with a number of overall remarks on the findings of the presented review highlighting potential avenues for the concepts’ operationalization.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

ECONOMIC DIMENSION OF TOURISM

Tourism is primarily regarded as a production sector by the dominant literature, thus evaluated in terms of its contribution and impact through a pure economics-oriented perspective [6-8]. In contrast to the rest of the production sectors composing the System of National Accounts (SNAs), tourism is analyzed from the demand side implying that the required tourism consumption volume of goods and services (tourism demand) determines the size and dynamics of the production and resource units employed in the hosting economy (tourism supply) [7, 9-10]. In this context, supply is expected to be fully elastic and dependent on the demand (in terms of the quantity produced), notwithstanding the restricted availability and renewal capacity of the supporting natural resources. This approach is deeply rooted into the shortcomings of setting explicit boundaries to the tourism phenomenon as economic activity due to the great difficulty in: (a) identifying the numerous and multilevel (direct, indirect, induced and catalytic) interconnections of tourism with the rest of the production sectors, but mainly in (b) distinguishing between the end-user (tourist or not) of a tourism-oriented product. As a result, tourism economics-oriented approaches are subject to reliability constraints regarding the complete extent of sectors’ contribution and production line, with many
academics and practitioners [11-15] calling for the need to develop more specialized methodologies and tools beyond the neoclassical model.

The prevailing economics-oriented methodology employs data from SNAs in order to approach tourism in one of the three following ways [7, 9-10]:

(a) As a production or service sector, included in the broader category of “Services” and thus impeding the differentiation of its inherent components; or as the sole category of “Hosting & Alimentation Services”, thus failing to capture the range of activities comprising tourism product.

(b) As a private consumption annually modulated sector indicating a separate category of final demand. As such, information is biased to the failure of final consumer clarification, yet fragmented into those sectors directly related to the activation of tourism (e.g. hospitality, catering and transport).

(c) As a specific production sector in the "central matrix" of the Balance of Payments. Such fiscal information, confines the sector’s contribution to goods and services (Gross Domestic Product or GDP) requested by tourists in the context of consumer activity.

In view of these shortcomings, Tourism Satellite Accounts (TSAs) have been developed over SNAs as an empirical cross-sectoral methodological tool for determining the annual size and contribution of economic sectors that are not defined as specific industries in SNAs. Currently, there are two prevailing efforts of TSAs: that of United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), officially recognized by the public national and international organizations and that of World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) in cooperation with Oxford Economics, a consulting company. Even though the adoption of the TSA methodology is still voluntary at national level both organizations provide detailed information for each country based on national statistical sources. Despite of being based on the same primary data sources, the two tools function independently as they follow completely different methodologies and assessment approaches, resulting in neither compatible nor comparable conclusions.

More specifically, the United Nations (UN) TSA supports solely the quantification of tourism’s direct effect, as being limited to a descriptive record of those activities not considered as typical touristic. It thus, provides mere reference to the indirect and induced effects of tourism consumption failing to capture its spread contribution over the economic system. The TSA Methodology’s Manual [7] suggests the complementary use of Input-Output Tables, General Equilibrium Modeling or tourism multipliers to ameliorate the assessment’s reliability in this regard. Yet, one should keep in mind that such elaborated tools assume the use of a detailed Supply-Use Table (i.e. the breakdown of supply to market output) to allow for the individual identification of imported components of each sector of internal tourism consumption (or total tourism internal demand), as well as the various imported components of tourism gross fixed capital formation.

On the other hand, the WTTC TSA methodology [16-17] develops around the broader notion of “Travel & Tourism” introducing the complementary concepts of Tourist Industry and Tourism Economy thus differentiating tourism’s direct effects from overall impacts. The WTTC framework, though fully endorsing the conceptual approach of the UN, is developed over a macroeconomic consideration of Tourism GDP and a number of its selective components (e.g. personal consumption, investments, expenses, imports, exports) based on sophisticated econometric methods of evaluation and forecasting. As such, it limits to the sole evaluation of the financial flows of those selected GDP components [16-17] not enabling linkages to their specific production contributors according to the SNA recording. Moreover, in order to overcome data insufficiency (data sourced from SNA), WTTC often bases its estimates on a number of assumptions (e.g. adoption of common weighting factors for all countries) and extrapolation of historical trends, entailing a high risk of deviating from reality [16-18]. This problem is further exacerbated by the fact that the evaluation of the WTTC is conducted centrally without the active participation nor involvement of national stakeholders.

Despite the evolution in tourism data collection and methodological techniques, what becomes apparent over time is the emphasis on evaluating tourism’s contribution based on monetary data (both financial flows and production factors) and the exclusion of elements not conforming to the basic structure of SNAs [6-8]. As such, both tools largely lack the adequate inclusion of quantitative descriptive tourism statistics, such as the detailed number of tourists (by nationality), nights spent, occupancy rates, and physical characteristics such as travel incentives, trip duration and transport modes which directly influence and differentiate its contribution. The only rudimentary recording of tourism’s “physical magnitude” is recorded in Table 10 of UN TSA (Table of Non-Monetary Indicators), yet data is aggregated, not specialized and mainly not linked to the economic measures of the other TSA Tables. The TSA Manual [7] stipulates that physical non-monetary indicators are an important component of tourism assessment process and therefore should not be regarded as secondary elements of UN TSA. Currently, the interconnection of (monetary and physical) flows and performances is not always feasible, and there is no information supporting the diversification of performances per tourism product and profile that are necessary for planning. After all, it is essential to note that tourism flows provide necessary information for economic analyses as well as a means of verifying their validity and reliability.

**SOCIAL DIMENSION OF TOURISM**

In the same line of economics-oriented thinking, tourism employment is mainly approached as a production factor in the framework of SNAs [9]. Evaluation data stem in the Input-Output Tables, analyzing a sector’s contribution from the demand side. The approach allows for convenience and comparability with the economic dimension, yet it adopts its inherent methodological shortcomings (solely direct contribution to economy and mere descriptive linkages with
indirect and induced effects, failure to encompass tourism qualitative characteristics, inability to differentiate between tourism products and typologies). In this regard, the prevailing demand approaches turn insufficient to capture the specificities governing the concept of tourism employment as dictated by international statistic guidelines like EUROSTAT [21-22], since they fail to account for dominant patterns of the phenomenon such as: seasonality of demand, uneven geographical distribution and intensity, high rates of self, part-time or secondary employment, high rates of illegal and under-skilled labor.

To address the shortcomings arising from the use of SNA’s and TSA’s data in the assessment of tourism employment, a number of additional tools (Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development or OECD Employment Module, International Labor Office’s Tourism Labor Accounting System or ILO T-LAS) [23-24] and techniques (multipliers, General Equilibrium Models or GEMs) [25] can be applied. Yet, the former have high demand on analytical data which are not always available or sometimes fail to capture the precise linkages between monetary (SNA-based) and physical parameters of tourism employment. The latter, are quite complex, also high-demanding on data, but mainly complicated when it comes to real-time applications (planning and policy making). WTTC Employment module on the other hand [26], differentiates between the employment effect and impact activated in Tourism Industry and Economy respectively, succeeding to provide the complete image of sector’s contribution. Yet, WTTC evaluations [17, 26] occasionally employ homogeneous weighting factors among countries, while forecasts extrapolate historical tendencies of pure financial flows (income, investment costs, etc.) jeopardizing the accuracy and reliability of the assessment.

Overall, what is lacking from the prevailing assessment methodologies of tourism employment is the inclusion of its qualitative specificities particularly in reference to the social and demographic dimension of the hosting destination (population migration and emigration, active population, unemployment rates etc). OECD [23] stresses specifically that the sector’s contribution to employment requires further investigation based on the experience of countries during tourism employment assessments and the integration of national characteristics (self, part-time or double but mostly undeclared employment) in order to capture its contribution in the broader socioeconomic context.

A complementary supply-oriented perspective is proposed by EUROSTAT [22, 27] though the analysis of tourism employment statistical data from national offices according to international standards and guidelines (NACE, i.e. the statistical classification of economic activities in the European Community). This approach allows for a more detailed and thorough evaluation of the specificities of tourism employment, yet it is subject to the basic limitation of accurate identification of directly activated tourism industries. Despite international guidelines, a clear-cut determination of Tourism Characteristic Industries is usually lacking due to the fragmentation of tourist expenditure on goods and services that are not purely tourism-oriented (consumed also by residents) [21-22, 27]. After all, temporal (seasonality) and geographical diversification of tourism employment, as well as the diversity of secondary data sources (census, private employment companies records etc.) question further the reliability of the evaluation. Consequently, both approaches are rather incompatable and fail to complementary synthesize the complete image of tourism employment in an economic territory. However, when consulted independently they provide different perspectives and analyses of the phenomenon.

**ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSION OF TOURISM**

Chapter 4 (Protecting our Common Environment) of the United Nations Millennium Declaration in 2000 [28-29] raised concerns over ecosystems quality, natural resources’ depletion and the need for better measurements of the environmental dimension of anthropogenic activities including tourism. Yet they focus primarily on the environmental cost of tourism production instead of the direct and substantial dependence of tourism supply on environmental resources. Dominant methodologies and tools of tourism footprint can be summarized in two main categories: those expressed through a series of physical (non-monetary) indicators and those assessing the environmental impacts of tourism in monetary units.

The first category includes methodologies such as Ecological Footprint Analysis [30-32], Eco-efficiency Analysis [33] and Environmental Impact Assessment [34] along with all those frameworks and tools developed over a series of Indicators and aggregated Indicies. Their primary weakness lies on the communication of their results in different (occasionally even qualitative) units of measurement, resulting into the failure of capturing the overall image of environmental quality or degradation and most importantly, great difficulty of linkage and comparison with the other two dimensions. Moreover, physical units of measurement are often upon criticism on their potency to produce reliable analysis, as well as their ability to support policy applications effectively. The category of translating environmental contribution into monetary units includes methods such as Simulated Markets and Contingent Valuation [35], Market Price [36], Hedonic Property Values Typology [37] etc. The application of these methods raises primarily questions on the ethics of valuating (assigning specific value at market prices) non-tradeable goods "of common use" (not subject to any scheme of property) like the environmental resources, which is further intensified taken the specificities of tourism product (seasonality, perishability, etc).

As a result, the international tourism community is directed over the latest years towards the development of integrative methods of economic and environmental assessment tools, such as the System of Integrated Environmental and Economic Accounts (SEEAs) [38], the National Accounting Matrix including Environmental Accounts (NAMEA) [39] and the Economic and Environmental Satellite Accounting of Tourism [40]. Such methods follow the logic of Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) [39-41] and employ data from SNAs to illustrate the interactions between natural resources and economic activities as flows of natural and economic capital. In this regard, they support the combination of tourism
consumption components with their environmental implications, while being measured either in physical or monetary units. Despite, their advantage in combining the different dimensions and implications of tourism, these methods raised criticism over their constraints to depict the non-apparent (financial and natural) capital flows which nevertheless consist an important element of an economic activity [41]. Further concern relates to the inherent limitations of the Input-Output pattern (static model of partial evaluation) to sufficiently assess a system of general equilibrium (in the broader sense) like the economic one [42]. After all, one should keep in mind that such integration of environmental factors in monetary evaluation frameworks foments the misconception that environmental values can be directly compared with other monetary indicators [43].

TOURISM SUSTAINABILITY: AN INTEGRATIVE APPROACH

A number of tools have been applied overtime for the sustainability assessment of the tourism sector, particularly in reference to the measurement of visitors’ impact on the availability and quality of natural resources of the hosting destination. Carrying Capacity [44] and Limits of Acceptable Change [45] are among the first methodologies employed to assess the signs of environmental degradation, while maximizing tourist experience. Yet, such tools proved to offer more of a process for resource management and policy guidance, rather than an assessment tool of the state of sustainability in the tourism destination at stake [46-47].

The majority of sustainability assessment frameworks build on a series of (disaggregated or rarely aggregated) indicators [e.g. 48-50]. Their great number and variety suggests the lack of a consensus over the most appropriate process for the development of a universal indicator framework that allows for the analysis of the sustainability of a tourist destination, nor its design. In the majority of cases, the assessment process is developed through the integration of economic, social and environmental indicators into generalized frameworks mainly Pressure-State-Response or PSR and Driving Force-Pressure-State-Impact-Response or DPSIR [15, 50-51], and pertains to the perception on behalf of each researcher of the proper procedure for synthesizing information depending on the characteristics of the analysis and those of the destination under study. As a result, international literature is dominated by case-specific and dimension-oriented frameworks [52], while in fact there has been little progress in designing integrative and adequately generalized frameworks for sustainability [15, 19-20, 50]. As such, existing frameworks are limited to partial comparisons (variable by variable or criterion by criterion) failing to pave the way for a uniform composite measure of tourism sustainability beyond a mere measure of individual change. The difficulty stems partly from the multivariate nature of sustainability in combination with the difficulty of gathering the large volume and variety of information required for the evaluation particularly of its environmental dimension. e.g. fuel consumption patterns influencing tourism’s operational footprint [30-32] and land-use changes [19-20].

Efforts of aggregated tourism indices like the Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Index [53] and the Tourism Penetration Index [54] include a number of parameters associated directly or indirectly with the wider tourism activity, without necessarily focusing on the evaluation of its sustainability performance. As a result, there is no direct and dynamic connection with sustainable development policies, but merely an assessment of competitiveness (maximized tourism performance) indicators. Moreover, these evaluation frameworks do not include scaled weighting factors that increase the level of assessment sensitivity; instead, significance is attributed to the sole criterion of selection on a dichotomous scale. Complementary, yet more sustainability oriented is the Sustainable Performance Index of Castellani and Sala [55]. The Index involves a more comprehensive framework of tourism sustainability assessment, enabling the assessment of proxy variables to cover the lack of data availability and allowing further for the assignment of significance variation of selected indicators. Unfortunately, the process is dependent solely on stakeholder judgment entailing high levels of subjectivity while the benchmarking of reference values (normalization process) is set based on national standards (different typology and spatial scale) distorting the case-differentiation of the assessment.

A more complete tool of tourism sustainability assessment is proposed by Ko [56-57] through the Maps of Tourism Sustainability (TSAMs). Both the Barometer of Tourism Sustainability (BTS) and the AMOEBA of Tourism Sustainability indicators (ATSI) offer a measure for the progress (change) of a destination towards sustainability, while allowing the graphic depiction of total and individual measures (system, dimensions, indicators). The main constraint of the tools lies again in the selection of destination-specific indicators (reflecting particularities), limiting the ability of the tool to support dynamic (non-static) temporal and geographic comparisons. The latest is further aggravated by the determination of the scale of sustainability evaluation based on the empirical criterion local stakeholder, which on one hand, overcomes the necessity for significance variance of the selected indicators, while on the other hand it significantly increases the subjectivity of the evaluation framework and the difficulty of generalizing its application. After all, the inclusion of assessment indicators defined by the subjective perception of stakeholders entails further to the risk of local specialization (desirable under certain conditions), the negligence of important elements overseen by their interests or perception. Therefore, any framework including subjective evaluation criteria as part of their assessment process should further include an objective (statistic) procedure for the correction of potential discrepancies and vice versa [58-59].

The need for a dynamic operationalization of the concept of tourism sustainability meets perhaps its only application in the model of Johnston and Tyrell [60-61]. The proposed model employs complex mathematical processes to provide a generalized framework for achieving Sustainable Tourism beyond spatial focus. However, even in its simplified mathematical version it remains quite complex for direct application in planning and policy making by non-specialized users. Moreover, its very conceptual basis poses a number of
concerns over the perception of continuous renewability of natural resources, notwithstanding its continuous and dynamic linkages with anthropogenic uses. Furthermore, the selection of the number of tourism arrivals as a control variable raises concern over its high sensitivity and unrealistic representation of the intensity of the tourism phenomenon. The aforementioned conceptual concerns may significantly alter the estimates of a time-dependent assessment model.

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS

For White et al. [62] the measurement of Tourism Sustainability is associated with the great paradox “whereby often we value what we can measure, rather than measuring what we value”. The present review revealed a number of methodological and conceptual shortcomings jeopardizing concept operationalization. More specifically:

(a) There is still no common agreement on an adequately generalized framework of tourism sustainability assessment, due to the concept’s inherent limitations.

(b) For the majority of assessment approaches, tourism is regarded as a “highly modulated final consumer demand activity”, thus natural resources and human capital supply are expected to be fully elastic and unrestrained to the activated consumption patterns. This unbalanced integration of all three dimensions of sustainability puts in jeopardy the systemic nature of the phenomenon.

(c) The achievement of sustainability is usually communicated as an ideal (qualitative) state of the remote future. This perception restrains further the real-life operationalization of the concept into specific planning and decision making actions.

(d) There is no explicit differentiation and cause-effect-impact linkages among the elements defining the tourism profile of destination, the performance and direct effect of the sector per se, and the overall (direct, indirect, induced and catalytic) impacts entailed by the activity for the hosting destination.

(e) There is inadequate clarification between the concepts (and assessment frameworks) for Tourism Sustainability and Sustainable Tourism Development.

Despite the aforementioned constraints, Tourism Sustainability in an era of economic and resources crisis remains fundamentally a planning, managerial and policy objective. Considering the practical utility of its operationalization and measurement, a forthcoming publication will introduce a methodological structure and an operational tool in support of Sustainable Tourism Destination Management and Planning.
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